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As explained in the course description, in order to successfully complete the course, your active involvement
in learning is essential. Attendance in the course will be taken both in lecture and in discussion sections
starting with week 3. Students that know ahead of time that they have an existing or potential conflict with the
class must inform their instructor in the first two weeks of the semester using the absence appeals form.
Furthermore, students can appeal during week 9 and 10, as well as week 14 and 15 to their instructor using the
appeals form provided below. In cases when the instructor cannot determine whether or not the reason is
compelling, the instructor will forward the appeal to the director of undergraduate studies, who will decide.
The homework assignments for the lectures in a given week are due the following Tuesday. For example,
homework 1 covering sections 2. Written homework will be submitted on Gradescope. Daily WebAssign
Homework is due the day of the following lecture day at One will be graded per week, except for weeks with
exams. Please also read the required attendance policy. Students are expected to be present for all exams. Do
not schedule travel on an exam date. The Makeup Policy can only be applied for exams in case of a verifiable
emergency or a formal request by the UIC atheletic department. Students are expected to obtain prior
permission for an absence from the instructor. In all cases, the student must provide written documentation
when attempting to secure this permission. Documentation from the student health service, or its equivalent
from a doctor or hospital, etc. Each instructor will establish their own Make-up Policy for homework.
Academic Integrity Policy As an academic community, UIC is committed to providing an environment in
which research, learning, and scholarship can flourish and in which all endeavors are guided by academic and
professional integrity. All members of the campus community - students, staff, faculty, and administrators share the responsibility of insuring that these standards are upheld so that such an environment exists.
Instances of academic misconduct by students will be handled pursuant to the Student Disciplinary Policy:
Religious Holidays Students who wish to observe their religious holidays shall notify the faculty member by
the tenth day of the semester of the date when they will be absent unless the religious holiday is observed on
or before the tenth day of the semester. The faculty member shall make every reasonable effort to honor the
request, not penalize the student for missing the class, and if an examination or project is due during the
absence, give the student an exam or assignment equivalent to the one completed by those students in
attendance. Freedom from discrimination is a foundation for all decision making at UIC. Students are also
urged to read the document "Public Formal Grievance Procedures". Information on these policies and
procedures is available on the University web pages of the Office of Access and Equity:
Chapter 2 : MATH College Algebra
Comprehensive and evenly-paced, COLLEGE ALGEBRA has helped hundreds of thousands of students. Incorporating
technology, real-world applications, and useful pedagogy, the seventh edition promises to help more students than ever
build conceptual understanding and a core of fundamental skills.

Chapter 3 : ISBN - College Algebra 7th Edition Direct Textbook
College Algebra, 7 th edition is specifically focused on helping students learn to think mathematically and to develop
genuine problem-solving skills. Incorporating technology, real-world applications, and additional useful pedagogy, the
seventh edition promises to help more students than ever build conceptual understanding and a core of fundamental
skills.
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College Algebra / Edition 7 Jim Stewart, author of the worldwide, best-selling calculus texts, along with two of his former
Ph.D. students, Lothar Redlin and Saleem Watson, collaborated in writing this text to address a problem they frequently
saw in their calculus courses: many students were not prepared to think mathematically but attempted.

Chapter 5 : Editions of College Algebra by James Stewart
James Stewart, author of the worldwide, best-selling calculus texts, saw this scenario time and again in his classes. So,
along with longtime coauthors Lothar Redlin and Saleem Watson, he wrote COLLEGE ALGEBRA specifically to help
students learn to think mathematically and to develop genuine problem-solving skills.

Chapter 6 : College Algebra by James Stewart
College Algebra 7th Edition by James Stewart and Publisher Cengage Learning. Save up to 80% by choosing the
eTextbook option for ISBN: , The print version of this textbook is ISBN: ,
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